
the professional  
omation series  gives 
you the opportunity 

to process your mail 
quickly and efficiently 

Safe time and effort each day with 
the OMATION 410

omation 410 
LETTER OPENER 

  Milling Cutting Technology

  Qualitiy Ink Jet Printing

   Up to 400 envelopes per minute

   No cut setting for counting only

www.intimus.com

Meet an innovative solution for mail centers that handle 
between 200 and 2.000 incoming envelopes a day. 
The OMATION 410 envelope opener uses advanced milling cutting 
technology to open mail of mixes sizes and thicknesses with 
exceptional speed and precision: up to 400 envelopes per minute. 

During this process, it´s also capable of printing unique ID 
receipt or date and time trails information on each envelope.   

For mail centers seeking high performance and versatility 
in a compact size, the OMATION 410 envelope opener is an ideal 
solution. Designed with advanced milling cutting technology, it 
easily opens to 2,000 envelopes, flats and rigid overnight packs a day.
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Quality Ink Jet Printing 

The OMATION 410 allows you to print a unique sequence number for traceable mail. You can also select from a 
variety of print jobs and print date and time audit trails. 

Proven Milling Cutter Technology 

Minimizes cut contents and provides soft, feathered edge to eleminate painful papercuts. Opens envelopes completely 
edge-to-edge for easy content removal. 

Cut Depth Adjustment

Use one of three cut depth settings to open thin or thick mail, flats and rigid overnight packs. The OMATION 410 comes 
also with a “no cut” setting for counting envelopes without cutting. 

Fast Mail processing 

Don´t waste your time with opening letters by hand. The OMATION 410 opens up to 400 envelopes per minute (6” 
envelopes).

Easy to view operating screen 

The 5,5” display provides access to job functions and setting.

Design 

The compact tabletop design fits almost anywhere.

 SPECIFICATIONS                                      OMATION 410

Speed Up to 400 envelopes per minute 

Depth of cut 0,25 mm - 1,79 mm

Thicknes 4,8 mm

Envelopes sizes and types All sizes and types incl. overnight env.

Dimensions  (LxDxH) 102,9 x 41,9 x 36,3 cm

Weight 24,94 kg 


